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Short description of the DLL functions in Sudoku Creator 1.1

The DLL is created in the Windows XP/MingW 3.4.2 environment. The stdcall function decorations by MingW have been removed. This makes it easy for the DLL to be used in the C++Builder GUI part, the only thing needed is to use Borland's IMPLIB tool to produce a library. I understand that the stdcall convention is most widely used, so hopefully there are no major problems to import the DLL in other environments than C++Builder.

Below are the declarations needed in the GUI part, assuming that C++ is used. If another language is used, syntax translations are needed. 

A general remark on columns/rows:
The engine implemented by the DLL does not mind if columns and rows are interchanged. However the exchange must be consistent, such that if column indices and variables from a GUI point of view really are row indices and variables then (of course) the row indices and variables must refer to GUI columns. 


extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall Solve(int guessOnly,
  int guessExcluded, int diagonalVers, int diff, int v[9][9]);

/* Solve solves the sudoku grid in v[9][9], where 1st index is column and 2nd index row, digits that are not given must be set to 0. If guessOnly is TRUE, only solutions involving guessing are allowed. If guessExcluded is TRUE, solutions involving guessing are not allowed. If setting diagonalVers to TRUE, the diagonal Sudoku-variant applies, see User's Guide. The difficulty level is set by diff to 1,2,3 or 4, see User's Guide. (1 refers to ”easy”, 2 to ”medium”, 3 to ”hard” and 4 to ”fiendish”.) 
Solve returns 0 if no solution is found, 1 if a unique solution is found, 2 if there are several solutions and -2  if the technic configuration has left this difficulty level (diff) without technics. Further explanation, see description of SetLevels function. */


extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall Generate(int partGrid[9][9],
  int diff, int diffMin, int diffMax, int diagonalVers, int symmetric);

/* Generate generates a Sudoku grid, partGrid[9][9], 1st index column, 2nd index row. Not givens set to 0. Difficulty level  diff set to 1,2,3 or 4, see User's Guide. The minimum and maximum number of givens that Generate must keep within, are defined by diffMin and diffMax. 
If symmetric is set to TRUE, a symmetric puzzle is generated, if set to FALSE an asymmetric
puzzle is generated. For symmetric puzzles, the parameters diffMin and diffMax are not used, puzzles are
generated with a maximum of 31 given digits.  Generated asymmetric puzzles are always minimal, this is not the case for symmetric puzzles. 
If diagonalVers is TRUE, the diagonal Sudoku-variant applies, see User's Guide.
Generate  returns 1 (=success), except if technic configuration has left this difficulty level (diff) without technics. Further explanation, see description of SetLevels function. In such a case, Generate returns 0.
Advice for setting diffMin and diffMax:
The following values will give good performance (other values are of course also possible):
For difficulty level ”easy”:  
Normal Sudoku: diffMin=25, diffMax=35    Diagonal version: diffMin=21, diffMax=28
For difficulty level ”medium”:  
Normal Sudoku: diffMin=22, diffMax=32    Diagonal version: diffMin=19, diffMax=24
For difficulty levels ”hard and fiendish”:  
Normal Sudoku: diffMin=16, diffMax=30    Diagonal version: diffMin=14, diffMax=25
 */

  
extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall GetNodesSearched(void);

/* GetNodesSearched returns the number of nodes that Solve searches before it returns. */


extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall GetFirstSolution(int column, int row); 

/* For the first solution that Solve finds, GetFirstSolution returns the value of the cell defined by its column and row numbers, 0-8.  */
 
  
extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall GetFirstSolDepth(void);

/* For the first solution that Solve finds, GetFirstSolDepth returns the maximum depth encountered during its search. If no guessing is needed, the returned value will be 1. */


extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall GetFirstSolNodes(void);

/* For the first solution that Solve finds, GetFirstSolnodes returns the number of nodes encountered during its search. */


extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall GetCountGenerate(void);

/* Returns the number of instances that the generate function has been invoked until a Sudoku grid was found. */


extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall GetProcessingTime(void);

/* Returns the time in ms for solving the Sudoku grid.*/


extern "C" __declspec(dllimport) int __stdcall HintX(struct penCellType
  pen[9][9], struct hintInfoType * hintp, int v[9][9], int diff, int diagonalVers);

/* HintX gives a pointer to hint information stored in a struct type hintInfoType. This information points to a column (1st index) and a row (2nd index) for the cell where a candidate value can be removed. The text to be supplied in the GUI is also included in the calculated hint information. The penmarks given in a struct type penCellType provides the basis for the hint calculation. In v[9][9], the input grid is defined, 1st index is column, 2nd is row. Empty cells have value 0. Difficulty level is given in diff and if diagonalVers is TRUE then it is this Sudoku-variant that is used.  HintX returns TRUE if a hint is given, otherwise FALSE.  */


struct penCellType {
  int penMarks[9];
  int length;
};

/* The penMarks array indexed 0 to 8 stores all candidate values of the cell. The number of candidates is stored in length. */


struct hintInfoType {
  int hintCol;
  int hintRow;
  char hintText1[128];
  char hintText2[128];
};

/* The cell for which the hint is valid, is defined by hintCol and hintRow. 2 lines of text can be presented in the GUI, defined by hintText1 and hintText2. */



extern "C" __declspec(dllexport) int __stdcall SetLevels (int levels[NOTECHS);

#define NOTECHS 9


/* SetLevels allows the GUI frontend, within some restrictions, to configure which technics that are allocated to a particular difficulty level. Without any configuration by SetLevels, the engine sets up a default configuration, see User’s Guide. E.g. the X-wings technique is then allocated to difficulty level 3.
By defining that a certain technique applies to certain difficulty level is meant that the solution of the grid require usage of this or another technique specified for this difficulty level. For a lower difficulty level, the technique is not required to solve the grid.
The following configuration possibilities apply:
Single candidate:		Required difficulty level is always 1 (lowest level), i.e not configurable.
Unique candidate:		Same as for Single candidate.
Pairs/triplets:			Can be disconnected (0) or allocated to any level 1, 2 or 3.
Block/column/row interaction:	Same as for Pairs/triplets.
Block/block interaction:		Same as for Pairs/triplets.
Hidden pairs:			Same as for Pairs/triplets.
Hidden triplets:			Same as for Pairs/triplets.
X-wings:			Same as for Pairs/triplets.
Guessing			Required difficulty level is always 4 (highest level), i.e not configurable.

Calling SetLevels is not necessary to achieve the default configuration, the engine (DLL) sets automatically up the default configuration at its start-up.

The GUI frontend provides the configuration information by setting the array levels[NOTECHS] as follows:
levels[Index]=Difficulty level,  where 0 means that the technic is disconnected.

Index=0		Single candidate
Index=1		Unique candidate
Index=2		Pairs/triplets
Index=3		Block/column/row interaction
Index=4		Block/block interaction
Index=5		Hidden pairs
Index=6		Hidden triplets
Index=7		X-wings
Index=8		Guessing

SetLevels returns TRUE if the configuration succeeds. If the configuration settings are out of scope, SetLevels returns –1  without effectuating any configuration change.

The GUI frontend should check that at least 1 technic has been allocated to the present difficulty level before calling Solve or Generate.




Revision History

Rev A, 2005-09-04.		First issue.

Rev B, 2005-09-08	Changed: Return from GetProcessingTime(void) is now time in ms, earlier it was in clock ticks.

Rev C, 2005-09-21	New function SetLevels, new technics: Hidden triplets and X-wings.

Rev D, 2005-09-27	Text clarifications, no new function.

Rev E. 2005-10-11	Added information on minimum, maximum value selections for number of givens (clues). Due to change of solver technology, timeout of the solver can never occur, return value for this is thus removed.

Rev F. 2005-10-24	Extension of the parameters for the Generate function with 
	the parameter  ”symmetric” which controls if a symmetric or
	asymmetric puzzle is to be generated.

Rev F. 2005-10-26	Recommended diffMin for easy, asymmetrical puzzles changed from 30 to 25.

Rev G. 2005-11-05	Changed some recommended values for diffMin and diffMax.

